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Honouring Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe;
Igniting visions of a brighter future

Professor Gordon Zide (Vice-Chancellor & Principal of Vaal University of Technology), Mama Veronica Sobukwe
(wife of late Robert Sobukwe) and Tsepo Sobukwe (Grandson)
Azande Ralephenya

D

riving along the scenic route of Samstrand, outlined
by sea views and vast plains of land that dip high
and low towards Graaf Reniet, the small town of birth
of the late and great Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe, one
can clearly see the disparities between the rich and
poor, only separated by a road – it is visible that, although leadership has changed and a “new dawn” has
come for South Africa – not much has changed for her
people. South Africa’s journey to healing is a slow and
painful one. “Let me plead with you, lovers of my Africa,
to carry with you into the world the vision of the new
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Africa.” Aptly put were these words by Sobukwe, because his vision and mission was to see Africans unite.
An Africa liberated politically, socially and economically, where her people are empowered through education. The flame of his dream still burns brightly, and
will continue to ignite as the Sobukwe name is carried
by his children and grand-children.
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In a trip that will be recorded in the history books, the
Vice-Chancellor of the Vaal University of Technology
(VUT) Professor Gordon Zide was accompanied by his
team, Mr Mpho Diago (Director: Special Projects in the
Office of the VC), Mr Wiseman Jack (Executive Director:
International Relations) and Dr Dan Mokoena: (VUT
Registrar) to visit the Sobukwe Family and were later
on given a special tour of the Sobukwe Heritage Site.
VUT is the first university of all 26 institutions across
South Africa to formally visit the Sobukwe family including Mama Veronica Sobukwe, widow of the great
Sobukwe. This experience and gesture of goodwill had
both the VUT delegation and Sobukwe family overcome
with a great sense of pride and reaffirmed the fact that
Sobukwe’s name will not be forgotten but etched on
the walls of an academic institution and remembered
eternally by generations to come.
VUT led by Professor Zide, has a series of projects
planned that run in line with what the Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe Trust does. The Trust which is run by his
son Dinilizwe Sobukwe and grandson Tsepo Sobukwe,
along with colleague and close family friend Thando
Sipuye has made tremendous strides since its inception in 1998, however, it is only through continuous
partnerships and collaborations that the trust can operate sustainably and ensure that all projects and services are delivered to the community and to all global
citizens who appreciate and acknowledge Sobukwe’s
great work. Robert Sobukwe was a man of great stature, who believed in the importance of education. Professor Zide found a distinct connection between the
Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe (RMS) Trust and the pro-
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jects he intends to roll out at the University in the near
future. The Sobukwe family is built on the firm foundations and beliefs of preserving African roots and cultural heritage, so aligned with this belief is Professor
Zide’s vision that the idea of forming a partnership and
collaboration with the RMS Trust came naturally – and
with full support from the VUT Community.
Upon arrival in Graaf Reniet, the VUT delegation was
greeted by Tsepo Sobukwe, whose uncanny resemblance to the late Sobukwe is striking. Almost as if one
is looking at a direct mirror image of the political hero.
Welcomed into their neat humble home, the meet and
greet kicks-off with Prof Zide relaying the story of his
experiences with Sobukwe and the impact he made in
his life as a young man. Prof Zide is currently writing
a book on Oral History, and in one of the chapters he
shares his experiences with Sobukwe. He met Sobukwe in 1958 through his uncle, John Nyathi Phokela who
was close friends with Sobukwe. Phokela and Sobukwe
studied together and were both ANC members, who
later branched out to give birth to the Pan Africanist
Congress (PAC). Prof Zide further shared how Sobukwe affectionately gave him the nick-name “Ndoda”
which is short for Ndodomzi, Prof Zide’s middle name.
He further explained that his interest in African studies, politics and education was strongly influenced by
Sobukwe, as he too was a teacher and later become an
African Languages lecturer at WITS University. One can
easily tell that Prof Zide appreciated each encounter he
had with Sobukwe, it is in the tone of his voice, the glint
in his eyes and facial expression that clearly articulate
his emotions.
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This year on February 28, it was exactly 40 years since
the passing of Sobukwe, Prof Zide was present at
his funeral which took place in Graaf Reneit in 1978.
“Sobukwe is one unsung hero of the struggle, little is
being said about the role uncle Rob played in our history,” said Prof Zide. Unpacking the intentions of his visit
to the Sobukwe Family, Prof Zide asks pertinent questions such as; “What is it that we can do to ensure that
the Sobukwe legacy lives on, what is being said about
Mama Veronica, who is the widow of Sobukwe? “Women are actually the engines behind these men who are
celebrated and commemorated. It is time that we honour the women too,” he expressed.

of our unsung heroes,” said Dr Mokoena.

Through this visit, VUT would like to develop a partnership with the trust and to also honour mama Veronica for the role she’s played in the struggle – this is to
happen through the office of the Registrar. Part of the
many plans unpacked, Prof Zide makes mention of the
concept of establishing an African Cultural Museum at
VUT. The fact that Sobukwe taught African Languages and was a staunch believer and practitioner of Pan
Africanism, a partnership seems well aligned. Harping on the importance of preserving African languages,
cultures and traditions, Prof Zide notes that the better we do something, the more relevant and important
it becomes to the next generation, he says one needs
to know his or her roots in order to know where they
are going. Sobukwe is a national hero, as an academic
institution, VUT aims to preserve his legacy. Not only
through commemorating the Trust and the work they
have done and are continuing to do but ensuring that
intensive research is done on Sobukwe, and that all information is easily accessed by the public when they
need it. He further explained that his wish is to establish a Robert and Veronica Sobukwe Scholarship or
Foundation that is centred on education. VUT now offers a Degree in Education, this scholarship will tie in
with the B.Ed. course and ultimately benefit underprivileged students who wish to pursue Education, not limited to but taking first preference to the youth in Graaf
Reniet – where the Sobukwe Heritage Trust is situated.
The university is situated less than 5 km away from
Sharpeville Township, where the March 1960 Sharpeville massacre occurred also the exact time when
Sobukwe’s PAC participated in the anti-pass campaign
which resulted in his arrest and saw him spend nineyears in jail. There is a close correlation here. Prof Zide
made mention of the University’s intention to rename
its buildings, the names of struggle heroes such as
Japhta Masemola, Mapetla Mohapi, Robert Sobukwe
are a favoured choice for the new building names.

The visit to Mama Veronica Sobukwe was of great significance, Prof Zide had earlier emphasised on the importance of honouring and remembering her name.
Her home is situated just down the street from where
Dinilizwe lives, and as one would expect it to be, it is
warm and filled with love. When the VUT delegation
arrived she was sitting on her sofa in her living room,
wearing a big smile, almost as though she knew each
and every individual personally. Prof Zide introduced
himself and mentioned his uncle, John Nyathi Phokela – without hesitation she nodded her head and said
she remembered John and refers to him by surname.
“So you’re Phokela’s nephew?” She asked with great
enthusiasm. With light banters in between, the conversation between Prof Zide and Mama Veronica was
that of a son and mother – an indication of the warmth
that’s filled in her. Prof Zide briefed Mama Veronica on
VUT’s plans to work with the Trust, mentioning that
it is important to consistently provide a platform that
preserves the Sobukwe history. She gave her blessings
and asked that the institution continue with carrying
the Sobukwe name.

Dr Dan Mokoena, the VUT Registrar shared his knowledge and gave a brief history of Vanderbijlpark where
VUT’s Campus lies - just south of Johannesburg. Historically, the PAC had a strong influence in the Vaal. With a
long history of political unrest and violence such as the
Boipatong and Sharpeville Massacres, the Vaal has its
own story that has deep ties with the PAC. “VUT is seen
as a beacon of hope for the communities it serves, it is
believed that as an Academic institution it is our duty to
do something to recognise and preserve the memories
Vaal University of Technology
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The RMS Trust have indicated that they are experiencing challenges with the day to day upkeep and are
openly welcoming partnership opportunities. They
made mention of memoirs, letters and interview recordings of Sobukwe that need to be digitized and archived. Amongst the many projects that VUT proposes
to assist the Trust in, the digitisation and archiving of
Sobukwe’s interviews and scripts is one of them. A project that that Mr Wiseman Jack, Executive Director of
the International Relations Office at VUT has placed a
keen interest in.

The Pan African legacy is rarely covered by main stream
media. VUT’s vision is to share the school of thought
surrounding Pan Africanism, it is important that the
people’s stories are told through their eyes and preserved for future generations. It is important to ensure
that the richness, authenticity and culture of Africans
is stored.

“Sobukwe is one unsung hero
of the struggle, little is being
said about the role uncle Rob
played in our history,”
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VUT and Somalian university join
forces

“There cannot be a poverty of ideas when intellectuals come together”: Left: VUT Senior Management with the SIMAD University
delegation. Right: VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Professor Gordon Zide with Mr Dahir Hassan Abdi; SIMAD University Rector (VC).
Qhawekazi Memani and Selina Rapulana

V

aal University of Technology and SIMAD University
in Somalia officially joined forces on 21 February for
the greater benefit of their students, staff and the communities in which they serve, when their Vice-Chancellors, Professor Gordon Zide and Mr Dahir Hassan Abdi,
signed a Memorandum of Understanding.
Through this partnership, VUT and SIMAD
expressed their intention to facilitate and develop a
meaningful and mutually beneficial relationship and to
encourage the development of academic and cultural
exchanges between the two institutions through mutual assistance in areas of education and research in the
years to come.
The two institutions seek to pursue staff, student exchange and collaborative partnerships in the
field of governance, science, technology and research
programmes as well as community development programmes.
The specific activities lined up for both universities include student exchanges for research and
study, exchanges of faculty staff and research scholars, visiting scholar activities, joint research activities,
continuing education programmes, short-term training programmes, sharing of research and educational materials, publications and academic information,
dual degrees and joint degree programmes, fellowship
programmes, postdoctoral programmes, laboratory
and technical training activities, technical assistance,
curriculum development and enhancement as well as
joint funding where possible.
“VUT looks forward to established partnerships. Higher education these days makes sense when
we share knowledge and ideas. Let’s prove to the
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prophets of doom that there cannot be poverty of ideas
when intellectuals come together,” said Prof Zide.
”Where VUT is weak, SIMAD University may be strong,”
he continued. 				
Mr Abdi expressed his sincere gratitude to the
VUT delegates and said he feels privileged to have received the warm welcome VUT has given them. They
are looking forward to the implementation of all the
ideas. 		
Director of International Relations, Mr Wiseman Jack said that the two universities will look at
funding possibilities and set timelines on projects in
order to ensure that they are all implemented.
SIMAD University, situated in Mogadashu, Somalia, was
established in 1999 as an institute of higher learning.
It then became a fully-fledged institution in January
2011 because of its consistent successes and achievements.
This is not the first MOU VUT has signed with a
Somalian university. It also has signed an agreement of
this nature with the Somali National University of Technology and will soon be receiving staff members from
the Somali National University as part of research in
the VUT Engineering Faculty.
After the signing, the SIMAD University delegation moved to VUT Southern Gauteng Science and Technology Park (SGSTP) in Sebokeng, where they were
welcomed by Mr Hendrik Van Der Merwe: Operations
Manager.
The delegation was then taken for a tour
around the facility to view the 3D printing machines and
the Ekasi Lab, opening broader discussions on the entrepreneurship programmes offered.
Your world to a better future
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E-Literacy, upskilling and empowering less privileged communities
across the country
Azande Ralephenya

I

CT skills play an important role in the development of
rural or small underprivileged communities. It creates a level of empowerment in the youth and a greater
level of independence and confidence in the older generation who often call themselves “BBT’s” Born Before
Technology. This is why programmes such as E-Literacy and Technical support training are implemented
in small towns, not only to provide life-long skills, but
help change the lives of many through developing and
empowering them.
On 12 February, a group of community members in the small arid town of De Aar in the Northern
Cape, were dressed in their graduation gowns and
walked up the stage to finally receive their certificates
after completing the E-Literacy course.
E-Literacy is a course presented under the Vaal
University of Technology (VUT) E-skills CoLab (Collaborative Laboratory) which is a programme developed to
train community members by giving them basic e-literacy skills. The E-skills – E-literacy course is accredited
by VUT as a short learning programme and aims to upskill and develop less privileged communities.
Opening this occasion, which proved to be a
ground-breaking event in the small town of De Aar was
Ms Antoinette Lombard, the Director of E-skills CoLab at VUT and the person responsible, together with
the National Electronic Media Institute of South Africa
(NEMISA) for implementing this life changing course
throughout the Northern Cape. Antoinette expressed
her joy in seeing the programme roll out successfully.
“VUT in partnership with NEMISA created a unit called
the E-Skills CoLab. This unit forms part of the national
E-skills Project under the auspices of NEMISA and the
Department of Telecommunication and Postal Service
(DTPS). This project is one of the flagship projects of
the Deputy Minister, Minister Stella Ndabeni Abrahams
of DTPS. NEMISA is also the main funder of the e-skills
project throughout South Africa,” she said.
NEMISA’s goal is to equip 21 million citizens
with the basic computer literacy skills by 2030, and
therefore, the VUT E-skills Colab is one of seven university partners committed to helping NEMISA achieve
that goal.
In his keynote address, Professor Gordon Zide,
Vice-Chancellor and Principal of VUT, said he was
proud to see all graduates receiving their certificates
after much dedication to the programme. “You have
achieved a lot, the qualification that you’ve obtained
today not only belongs to you but to the people of your
community. This country requires people like you to
make the change it needs,” he said.
A message of appreciation from Gladys Moses,
one of the graduates, left many hearts feeling warm af-
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ter she voiced her appreciation for having gone through
this training. She acknowledged and thanked all partners and individuals involved in making the programme
a success and for specifically including De Aar as one of
the communities who benefit from such programmes.
“We are grateful to VUT and all their partners, I come
from an era of BBT “Born Before Technology” and today I can speak about computers and access knowledge from it,” she said. She further urged her fellow
graduates to be the captains of their destiny and not let
their situations deter them from pursuing their goals
or furthering their education.
The E-literacy training programme lasts for a
duration of 3-4 weeks depending on the level at which
the students start. The E-Skills – E-literacy program
is one of many programmes offered by the VUT CoLab
which falls under the Strategic Alliance Unit based at
the Vaal University of Technology Science and Technology Park (VUT SGSTP), with a satellite E-skills centre
at the Technology Transfer and Innovation (TTI) in Upington.

Antoinette Lombard: Director for E-skills and CoLab at VUT expressed her
pride in seeing the graduates walk up the stage to collect their certificates.

VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal:
Professor Gordon Zide delivered the keynote address
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VUT Co-operative Education enhances the employability of students
and graduates

Programme facilitator Mr Fusi Motaung

Tebello Theledi

V

UT Co-operative Education Department held employability workshops from 13 -15 February 2018
at the Desmond Tutu Great Hall. The workshops form
part of the Department’s activities. The workshops prepared Vaal University of Technology students and graduates on how to cope in the job market. It also equipped
them with skills to search for jobs effectively.
The workshops, which was open to all students,
was designed to enable students to acquire knowledge,
personal and professional skills and encourage the attitudes that will support their future development and
employment.
The aim of the workshops was to develop students and graduates’ understanding of the complexities surrounding employability. The insightful programme was facilitated by Mr. Fusi Motaung, who is
an experienced training professional. A former Human
Resources Management student of VUT, he is currently
the training and talent consultant of Morolo Consultants.
Mr. Motaung introduced students to a standard
set of three skills for effective employability. Throughout this programme, these three skills were emphasised for students and graduates to further develop.
They are as follows:
•
Curriculum Vitae writing skills;
•
Job-searching skills; and
•
Interview skills.
These are the skills which are generally found
on lists of unemployed graduates’ most desired skills.
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It has been proven that a CV is the most important tool
used to communicate in the job market: “A CV is your
personal billboard, it allows you to sell your potential
to employers and it also shows that you are suitably
qualified,” Mr Motaung said. “There are vital points one
needs to take serious consideration of when drafting a
CV. Keep it clear and focus on success.”
The speaker elaborated to the attendees that
they need “the elevator pitch”. You should ask yourself questions like: “Who am I? What do I do? What do
I want to do?” He said that mastering one’s CV is very
important and that it should be constantly updated.
The South African labour landscape reveals
that there is a 27.70% unemployment rate and a 55.90%
youth unemployment rate. The problems revealed by
Mr Motaung were that graduates do not have professional networks, they lack job market information as
well as confidence. They do not trust themselves to
speak out and promote themselves.
In job searching, it is important to have personal contact with individuals and industry.
“Involve yourself in one-on-one approaches, interest
groups and social media. This will assist you to pull
out information and to know exactly who you are dealing with, therefore you will be prepared effectively,” he
said.
Preparation is vital to perform successfully in
an interview. The speaker showed the attendees how
to do research, what to expect and he also took them
through common competency-based questions.
Your world to a better future
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We are proud designers

These are some of the great projects designed
Selina Rapulane

T

he VUT Southern Gauteng Science and Technology
Park’s Design team is proud to announce that 2017
was a great year; clients were pleased with their work
and have indicated that they are happy to come back
for more projects this year.
The team is made up of seven individuals who
are skilled differently; but when they get to together,
they become one unified creative force! Their various
skills complement each other and they are driven by
the same goals.
In 2017, they had nine projects to deliver and,
through their hard work and co-operation, they accomplished all of them on time. As part of the VUT
community, they would like to share their success stories:
• Shonaquip/Dlala bed. The team developed
the clamping device used in the bed and
3D-printed the prototypes needed for testing
on the Fortis 900. The design was then cast
for small batch testing in the field;
• Tsoana Nhlapo/Black Doll. They designed
and developed the African doll using additive
manufacturing technology.
• In this project they were required to design
a doll with African-looking features. The doll
was required to have moveable joints to allow
for kids to play with it as they would with a
‘Barbie doll’. They were required to produce
a 3D-printed prototype which the client could
use to present to prospective investors;
• Dipapadi Indigenous Games prototype. This
prototype serves as a strategic tool to attempt
to get a more accurate analysis and market
test for the need for this product. The product
is new on the market as there are no indigenous modern games with which to preserve
South African culture or ensure alternative
learning methods;
• Black Water Project. This system sets the
groundwork to research and develop a
cost-effective system to turn black water into
greywater and reduce the fresh water footprint of the consumer. This system serves as
Vaal University of Technology
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•

•
•

•

•

a water saver to the community;
Prosthetics Socket. The team 3D printed the
prosthetic socket for a patient. The process
involved scanning the patient’s leg, casting
the test socket and then printing the final
socket using the EOS machine;
Automated Heater. This is a ventilation system that has a supportive app to control the
power and temperature output of a heater;
Wheelchair Toilet Seat. This was designed
for physically challenged people who rely on
a wheelchair to move from point A to B. The
seat alleviates the need to move from the
wheelchair onto the toilet seat;
Hand-held Traffic Interface. This signalling
unit ensures that where traffic lights are
not functioning, or where traffic lights are
non-existent, there is a useful and alternative
tool to manage traffic flow with ease by law
enforcement officers on the scene; and
•
The Ice Box. This product enables the
user to make and store ice conveniently in
bulk.
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National Treasury Budget outreach
officials addressed VUT Community

Ms Debra Makwirimati, Acting Director of Fiscal Research at the National Treasury

Qhawekazi Memani

T

he Vaal University of Technology (VUT) was selected as one of the tertiary institutions which National
Treasury officials would address on the Budget 2018 as
part of its outreach programmes.
On 8 March, VUT hosted keynote speaker Ms
Debra Makwirimati, Acting Director of Fiscal Research
at the National Treasury at the Desmond Tutu Hall.
Ms Makwirimati came to unpack former Finance Minister Malusi Gigaba’s Budget Speech which he delivered
on 21 February. The aim was to stimulate debate around
the budget by students, academics and the general
public and for the officials to respond to questions the
students and the guests had.
In her presentation titled: ‘Restoring economic confidence and stabilising the public finances’, Ms
Makwirimati’s main message was that the 2018 Budget
outlines a series of measures to rebuild economic confidence and return public finances onto a sustainable
path. This followed the announcement that was made
in October that the Repo Rate was above 60% to 6% and
measures had to be taken to bring it back to a sustainable trajectory.
She explained that that public finances are
considered sustainable when the gross domestic product (GDP) has risen and masters the declining stage.
She outlined that the Budget 2018 responds
to revenue shortfalls presented in the 2017 Medium
Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) and the announcement of free higher education and training. It
also accelerates government’s efforts to narrow the
budget deficit and stabilise debt. New tax measures
should raise an additional R36 billion in 2018/19, mainly
through a higher VAT rate and below-inflation adjustments to personal income tax brackets.
“Fiscal measures had to be proposed looking at
the revenue and expenditure side of the country, these
included adjusting the tax brackets below inflation rate,
major reductions on spending amounting to R85 billion,
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an allocation of R57 billion for fee-free higher education, additions to the contingency reserve of R10 billion
and setting aside more funds for unavoidable expenditure over a period of three years,” she said.
She added that together with an improved
growth output in 2018, the revenue and spending measures reduce the consolidated deficit from 4.3 per cent
of GDP in the current year, to 3.5 per cent by 2020/21.
The main budget primary deficit will close, helping to
stabilise debt at 56.2 per cent of GDP in 2022/23.
While looking at raising revenue and reducing
the debt amount, the government is aware that there
are risks to the public finances which include an uncertain growth outlook, wage pressures and the weak finances of state-owned companies. These may result in
the revenue target not being met, but there are ongoing
conversations regarding the matter concerning stateowned companies like Eskom and others, she assured
the attendees.
The attendees were also given clarity on: the
VAT issue (why it had to increase), the projections of
fee-free higher education budget allocation on a national and provincial level over a period of four years
(2018-2021), the entrepreneurial support budget from
the government, and the agricultural sector which, as
a main contributor to economic growth will need to be
protected from being negatively affected by the land expropriation issue.
She concluded her address by mentioning that
there was going to be a decline in investment if action
was not taken to raise revenue, therefore the government had to develop reforms to take the economic
growth of below 2% to 5%. Ms Makwirimati said the
government knows what needs to be done to boost the
economy.
The platform was then given to attendees to
pose their comments and questions.
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Trade relations between India and
South Africa are strong

Professor Badar Alam Iqbal, former Dean and Chairman of the Faculty of Commerce at Aligarh Muslim University (ALAGARH: (UP) in India
Owen Talane

P

rofessor Badar Alam Iqbal, former Dean and Chairman of the Faculty of Commerce at Aligarh Muslim
University (ALAGARH: (UP) in India, gave a public lecture at the Vaal University of Technology’s (VUT) Desmond Tutu Hall on 7 March.
After being welcomed by the Executive Dean of
the Faculty of Management Sciences, Prof Roy Dhurup,
Prof Iqbal gave a very informative presentation outlining the trade and investment relationship between India and South Africa which was initiated in 1994. This
came after the end of apartheid in South Africa and the
liberalisation in India. Both countries are members of
the Commonwealth of Nations and share a similar hisVaal University of Technology
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tory, he said.
When South Africa joined BRICS group of countries in 2011, trade and Investment relations between
both the countries strengthened. The governments of
both nations regularly meet to sign memorandums of
understanding (MOUs) on trade and investment relations.
“Basically trade is considered as an engine of
growth,” said Prof Iqbal who also illustrated how both
South Africa and India benefited from BRICS and how
the formation of the New Development Bank (NDB) by
the BRICS nations has added to the potential of both
countries.
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VUT Council holds successful
workshop

Prof Gordon Zide, VUT’s Vice-Chancellor & Principal
Tebello Theledi and Puleng Maphisa

T

he Vaal University of Technology (VUT) Council plays
a central role in the life of the institution by steering
decisions involved in running the University. The Council held its induction workshop from 9-10 March at the
Lords Signature Hotel in Vereeniging.
On the second day of the workshop, Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Professor Gordon Zide delivered
his strategic overview of the Institution. In his welcoming speech he mentioned the values of the institution
which are creativity, mutual respect, collegiality, honesty and integrity as well as tolerance. He said to the
members of the Council that it is their duty to work together and look at what is in the best interests of the
University.
In his presentation, he set the tone by highlighting his vision in order for everyone to be better
informed and ready for action. He stressed that the
guiding principles of the VUT are necessary to implement the strategic vision and how government, man-
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agement, leadership and administration can contribute
to ensuring VUT is a leader in technology and promotes
excellence in teaching and learning.
“There could be more rivers to cross and
mountains to climb, but the destination is the Promised
Land,” he said.
During the two-day workshop, different opinions were expressed and addressed, however, on a lot
of the fundamental issues, consensus was reached.
The Office of the Registrar gave the VUT governance framework. Registrar, Dr Dan Mokoena reiterated the functions of Council and Management. He
added that Council, Management and Senate should
work together to uphold the integrity of the institution.
The chairperson of Council, Prof Hlapolosa
gave the closing remarks. He made reflections on the
conference and how the induction has served its purpose.
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Fast-tracking financial support for
students
Puleng Maphisa

E

very year, South Africa experiences many university dropouts which are often caused by the lack
of financial support. The Vaal University of Technology (VUT) has created a trusted mutual relationship by
signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
Liquid Telecom South Africa in order to address this
tragedy.
Liquid Telecom South Africa is a leading communication services and solutions provider across 13
countries in Eastern, central and Southern Africa that
serves carrier, enterprise and retail customers with
high-speed, reliable connectivity and digital service.
It brought its reliability to VUT by providing bursaries
to 10 Information Technology B-Tech students to a total
value of R470 000 In 2017 and believes that during the
year 2018 there is a possibility of an increase in order to
assist more students to finish their studies.
For students like Ms Promise Mabuse, being
a bursary holder has been a life-changer. Ms Mabuse
was not able to pay her debts and was fast losing hope
when Liquid Telecom appeared as a “guardian angel
that wiped her sorrow away”.

Shaking hands after signing the MOU: Professor Gordon Zide,
VUT’s Vice-Chancellor & Principal with the Liquid Telecom’s
Chief Corporate Service Officer (CCSO), Mr Calvin Theko

Bursary holder: Ms Promise Mabuse together with VUT and Liquid Telecom delegates
“I still can’t believe it, when I think it through, Liquid
Telecom has really changed my life, giving me the freedom from debt and an opportunity to pursue my studies
even further,” she said.
Liquid Telecom’s Chief Corporate Service Officer (CCSO), Mr Calvin Theko mentioned that it is their
responsibility to ensure that students from disadvantaged backgrounds will benefit and have their lives positively changed.
Vaal University of Technology
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VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal Professor
Gordon Zide showed his gratitude when he said: “This
partnership has come at a very appropriate time where
we need support; we decided to go out on a very robust
campaign of adopt-and-champion a student. Our focus
is education and Liquid Telecom has assisted us by producing more employable graduates.”
The 10 student bursary holders will graduate
during the April graduations this year.
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VUT’s 2018 SRC officially
inaugurated

Newly inaugurated SRC for 2017/2018
Qhawekazi Memani

T

he Vaal University of Technology (VUT) Student Representative Council (SRC) inauguration for 2017-2018
took place at the Desmond Tutu Hall on 9 March.
“The SRC is an integral part of the governance
of the University and is well recognised by the University. The elected leaders have thus far demonstrated
leadership skills by working together with Management for the betterment of the University,” said Busisiwe Radebe; Acting Director: Student Support Services.
She added: “VUT embraces values that are
guiding both staff members and students as they interact with one another for their constituency. The times
are challenging for higher education [institutions], after
the announcement made by the government of fee-free
education.”
However, she said that they are happy an amicable solution was reached by the VUT SRC and Management concerning issues that became evident after
the announcement. She also assured the students that
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VUT will always have the best interests of students at
heart and wished the new SRC well: “May it be an awesome experience,” she said.
“The new SRC came with a new leadership approach, developments and improvements to optimise
student service delivery. As it’s the students that voted
them into power, it is therefore time to serve and lead
them,” said Lemogang Medupe, SRC President.
He also shared that in the five months they
have been in office, they have come up with a number of
initiatives assisting the students and are planning to do
more. Quoting author Daniel Goleman, he said: “‘Great
leaders move us, they ignite our passion and inspire the
best in us. When we try to explain their effectiveness,
we speak of strategy, vision and powerful ideas’.
“What we have done is not enough and what we
intend to do can never be sufficient, therefore we have
space in our hearts to deliver more and more,” he said
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SRC brand audit workshop

SRC 2018 members with Boomtown partners and members of the Corporate Affairs Department
Staff Reporter

O

n Friday, 2 March, Boomtown, a brand expert company, in collaboration with the Corporate Affairs Department, presented the VUT Brand Audit to the 2018
SRC members.
The Brand Audit is at Stage 2 where all internal stakeholders will be encouraged to vote between
two brand directions identified by Boomtown after two
years of research. The preferred brand direction will
allow Boomtown to continue with Stage 3 which will
be to develop a Marketing, Brand and Communications
strategy for VUT.
The purpose of the workshop was to bring the
SRC members on board and get valuable input from
them in order to commence with the voting campaign.
Ms Kediemetse Mokotsi, Director: Marketing
& PR, set the tone at the workshop by emphasising
that: “SRC members are brand ambassadors of VUT.
A professional working relationship with the Corporate

Affairs Department will add value to their career development as it brings the balance between being student
activists and contributing positively to the corporate
governance of the institution.”
The workshop was a huge success and the
Corporate Affairs Department received a mandate from
SRC to commence with the voting process. The Corporate Affairs Department wants to thank SRC members
for the professional way in which they participated in
the discussions, their valuable input and for sharing the
same passion as the Corporate Affairs team regarding
the re-branding of VUT.
The Communication Drive and Voting Campaign will commence soon and staff and students of
all sites of delivery will be making history by helping to
re-position the institution within the higher education
landscape by giving it a unique new brand.

“SRC members are brand ambassadors of VUT. A professional
working relationship with the Corporate Affairs Department will
add value to their career development as it brings the balance
between being student activists and contributing positively to
the corporate governance of the institution.”
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VUT Visual Arts and Design hosts
the Best of 2017 Fine Art
exhibition

Best work of 2017 for Visual Arts and Design students
Qhawekazi Memani

T

he Best of 2017 Fine Art student exhibition opened
from 22 February until 16 March at the Bodutu Gallery.
Each year, the Department of Visual Arts and
Design selects the best artworks from the November
examinations in Fine Arts for an exhibition. These include works from first year level students to BTech level students and covers a variety of disciplines such as
painting, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics as well as
digital imaging, video and animation.
The exhibition is an ongoing initiative which
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started in 2013. It was based on two objectives:
• To showcase the achievement of the students
on a yearly basis with a goal to promote/sell
students’ work and the Fine Art course; and
• To motivate and inspire new students in Fine
Art.
All Fine Art students are given an equal opportunity to be selected based on their academic achievements of the previous year. They are selected by a special panel of lecturers.
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